Choose year T and
company for quantitative
exercise

Identifying
Form 4 Data
Gather Form 4s from SEC's EDGAR
platform for each executive in the
company for years T, T1, T2, and
T3

Routine Transactions

Compensation Awards

For each executive, look at years
T1, T2, and T3 Form 4s and flag
each Form 4 with a Transaction
Code of either "P" or "S" as an
open market transaction.

The executive is not
flagged as a "Routine
Trader." Routine
transactions ignored in
calculation

Yes

Is the Conversion or
Exercise Price of
Derivative Security within
3% of that company's endof
day stock price (which may
or may not be on the Form 4)
on the Transaction Date?
Yes

The award is flagged as a "Fixed Number
Option Grant," issued atthemoney. For each
transaction, record the number of options
awarded (Amount), the conversion price
(Conversion or Exercise Price of Derivative
Security), the date (Transaction Date), and
the expiration date (Expiration Date). Record
also the company's endofday stock price
(which may or may not be on the Form 4). An
estimate of the annualized stock return
volatility and maturitymatched riskfree rate
will also be required for calculation of the
options' prices, deltas, and dual deltas. These
transactions are used in the Fixed Number
Option Award component of the calculation.

Transactions labeled as
NonDerivative Securities
Acquired

There are no calendar months in
which the executive has an open
market transaction in years T1,T2,
and T3

For at least one calendar month
(e.g., June), the executive has at
least one open market transaction
in each of years T1,T2, and T3

The executive is flagged as a "Routine
Trader." For each Form 4 in year T with
Transaction Codes of either "P" or "S",
record the number of shares transacted
(Amount), the share price (Price), and
the date (Transaction Date). Denote
sales with a negative sign and
purchases with a positive sign. These
transactions are used in the Routine
Transactions component of the
calculation.

For each executive, look at
year T Form 4s and flag each
Form 4 with a Transaction
Code of "A" as an award.

No

The award is flagged as a
"Fixed Number Option Grant,"
not issued atthemoney.
These awards are ignored in
the calculation.

Transactions labeled as
Derivative Securities
Acquired

Is the Amount of securities
divisible by 5?
Yes
No

The award is flagged as a
"Fixed Number Stock Grant."
These awards are ignored in
calculation
Is the Amount of securities
divisible by 5?
The award is flagged as a
"Fixed Dollar Stock Grant."
For each transaction, record
the number of shares
No
awarded (Amount), the
share price (Price), and the
date (Transaction Date).
These transactions are used
in the Fixed Dollar Stock
Award component of the
Is the Conversion or
calculation.
Exercise Price of Derivative
Security within 3% of that
company's endofday stock
price on the Transaction
Date?
Yes

The award is flagged as a "Fixed Dollar
Option Grant," issued atthemoney. For
each transaction, record the number of
options awarded (Amount), the conversion
price (Conversion or Exercise Price of
Derivative Security), the date
(Transaction Date), and the expiration date
(Expiration Date). Record also the
company's endofday stock price (which
may or may not be on the Form 4). An
estimate of the annualized stock return
volatility and maturitymatched riskfree rate
will also be required for calculation of the
options' prices, deltas, and dual deltas.
These transactions are used in the Fixed
Dollar Option Award component of the
calculation.

No

The award is flagged as a "Fixed Dollar
Stock Grant," not issued atthemoney. For
each transaction, record the number of
options awarded (Amount), the conversion
price (Conversion or Exercise Price of
Derivative Security), the date
(Transaction Date), and the expiration date
(Expiration Date). Record also the
company's endofday stock price (which
may or may not be on the Form 4). An
estimate of the annualized stock return
volatility and maturitymatched riskfree rate
will also be required for calculation of the
options' prices, deltas, and dual deltas.
These transactions are used in the Fixed
Dollar Option Award component of the
calculation.

